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In the middle of the 1930s it was clear that Britain was soon to be at war and 
that it would be fought very differently to previous wars.
The RAF had learned from the destruction of the Spanish Civil war, realising that 
much of the Second World war would be fought by plane. They developed fighter 
planes, such as the Spitfire, which were smaller and faster than the larger 
bombers.
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Many of the men who were flying these planes were young when the war broke 
out. Often as young as 18. They saw themselves as glamorous men fighting for 
their country, but nobody could have predicted the reality. Many planes were 
struck down and the pilots were often severely burned as a result. This is where 
East Grinstead comes in. Here we have Richard Hillary [Right] and Thomas Gleave
[Left]. These men, and many others, who were severely burned needed specialist 
care.
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There has been a hospital in East Grinstead since 1863 when the first cottage 
hospital opened. It only had 6 beds. 
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After a few relocations and a brand new building, the Queen Victoria Hospital 
opened in 1936, where it is today. Because this hospital was brand new, it was 
chosen by the RAF to be their specialist burns unit. 
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This is the operating theatre in 1936. 
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In 1938, a New Zealander who has been working with the plastic surgeon Harold 
Gillies in London, was appointed as Consultant plastic surgeon to the RAF. In 
1939, this surgeon, Archibald McIndoe arrived at the Queen Victoria hospital in 
East Grinstead. 
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McIndoe and his team at work. 
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Before McIndoe, Tannic Acid had been used to treat burns. McIndoe realised 
how painful it was for patients so worked on other ways to help them. One way 
he did this was creating finer surgical tools which could be more precise. 
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He also realised that pilots who had landed in water had healed quicker than 
those who had landed in the sea; the salt water helped prevent infection. 
Patients under McIndoe’s care received regular saline baths to help with the 
healing process, which you can see here.
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McIndoe also encouraged his patients to view the operations he was doing so 
that they could see what was going to happen to them. It was during these 
viewings that the name ‘Guinea Pig’ was established, as they realised McIndoe
was experimenting on all of them, they were his Guinea Pigs. In later additions to 
the hospital, McIndoe had a viewing platform installed in the operating theatre. 
You can see this in the photograph here. 
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McIndoe also used a technique known as pedicles, which he learnt when working 
with Gillies. This technique of skin grafting required forming the skin into a tube. 
The tube ran from the location the skin was being grafted from, to the new area 
to be reconstructed. This technique was used to rebuild noses, cheeks, lips, and 
meant that the skin remained alive and healthy during the moving process as the 
blood could circulate. This process took at least three weeks and so the airmen 
had to hold themselves in awkward positions.
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McIndoe encouraged the men to wear their uniform, go out in public, and socialise. 
Many of the soldiers got on well with the nurses, some of them even ended up getting 
married.
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McIndoe took great care in his work and the procedures he was pioneering.  His
operations were documented by a VAD nurse, Molly Lentaigne who he employed 
because of her ability to draw quickly and accurately.
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Although the Guinea Pigs could wear prosthetics, like you see here, McIndoe
encouraged the men to embrace the way that they looked and asked that the 
people in the town did not treat the men differently because of it.
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The core of McIndoe’s work was the repair of these men physically, but he also 
recognised that they needed to rebuild themselves mentally and emotionally. 
Ward III has been described as having a party atmosphere with music, barrels of 
ale, the airmen were not required to wear hospital gowns. The ward was filled 
with flowers. 
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McIndoe often socialised with the men too. 
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Ward Three (the burns unit) was decorated at Christmas. 
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The Guinea Pigs became celebrities in their own right and were invited to film and 
theatre premiers, but they were often visited at the hospital by famous people including 
Clark Gable (in photo), Dame Vera Lynn and Winston Churchill. 
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The Guinea Pig Club was initially formed as a men’s drinking club, with four clear 
entry requirements, well five if you count the fact the club was for men.  
You had to be a member of aircrew with the Royal Air Force or an Allied air force.
Suffered burns, frostbite or crash related injuries, treated by McIndoe or his team 
or Maxillo facial surgeons
Treated at the Queen Victoria Hospital, East Grinstead
Undergone at least two operations. 
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McIndoe and a Guinea Pig and his new wife (a nurse). 
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The Guinea Pig Club has also been described as the first example of a patient 
support group. They would meet annually for their reunion weekends until 2007 
when the last official reunion was held. Since then an Annual General Meeting 
has been held each year with a buffet lunch, and 2016 saw the 75th anniversary 
of the Guinea Pig Club. 
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